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It’s Back to the EAA Hanger for the Club Meetings
Greetings!
The
weather is starting to change
and flying opportunities will become less available as we
progress into winter. Get as much
time in as you can now! As you may
have noticed from your AMA magazine, AMA is celebrating October as
build month. You might want to get
started on or at least be thinking about
your winter projects. If you like to build
from plans, the AMA has a very large
number of plans available. Even
though “Winter Projects Show and Tell”
is in March and it may seem like a long
way off, it is not too early to get started.
News: The runway repair should be all
finished by the time you get this newsletter. Remember that Toys for Tots is
October 16th. Bring a toy for a boy and
for a girl — unwrapped. This event will
be before our next meeting. Also, if
anyone has any ideas or suggestions
for programs (speakers) for our meetings, please let Susan know. Reminder:
our club meeting will be October 20th
at the EAA building.
May there be blue skies and gentle
winds.
President Phil Lucido
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Some of you guys flew U-control during the
Runway work. Here Jimmy C. is firing up one of his
Ringmasters to honor the World Ringmaster Day.

Club Meeting
will be held
at the EAA Hanger
at the Lee’s Summit
Airport
October 20th
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Money for Children’s Mercy Hospitals
On September 21st Susan Calvin and Doug Mayle delivered the
KCRC charitable gift to Children’s Mercy Hospitals. At the September Club Meeting a motion was passed to take the contributions and profits from the National Model Aviation Day and
the Warbird Events and make a contribution of $1,000.
Here is a photo of Susan and Doug presenting the Check to a
Stephany Easly of the Hospitals.
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2022 Memberships Are Now Due
The KCRC year is from October 2021 through September 2022.

There are Member Application forms on the board at the
field. There will be forms at the Club Meeting also. KCRC has
not increased the annual membership ($30) for over 10 years.
I belonged to a Club in California where the annual dues was
$150. Belonging to KCRC is a great bargain!
Your Editor

(816) 645-3558
kcrcpilot@comcast.net
NEWSLETTER EDITOR
John Midgorde
(816) 769-2199
jomidgorden@me.com
WEBMASTE

2022 Membership 14
Club Meetings are the 3rd Wednesday of each month.

Tom Nissen
(816) 8054-8245
kappasig89@gmail.com

October through April meetings are at the EAA Hanger
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Minutes of the September Meeting
The September 15th KCRC Club meeting, held at the
flying field, was called to order by President Phil Lucido
at 7:00 P.M. The other officers present were Vice-president Susan Calvin, Treasure Doug Mayle and Secretary John Midgorden. There were 28 members present
including the new members.
President: Phil Lucido
Phil opened the meeting asking for a motion to accept the August meeting minutes. Motion made and
seconded—Minutes approved.
Phil Introduced 4 new members and they each shared
their experience with RC.
Phil mentioned that the October meeting will be at
the EAA Hanger.
Phil called for officer reports. . .
Vice-President Susan Calvin
• Susan reported on the windy Warbird Event of the
previous Saturday. Doug Mayle won the T-28 raffle
plane. Susan was appreciative of those we came
to the Event.
• Susan mentioned that the EAA President Mike Daily gave KCRC a drone.
• The Build and Fly Program SIG Kadet has been out
twice training some of the boys.
Treasurer Doug Mayle
• Doug reported on the financial results of the Warbird Fun Fly. The raffle plane broke even, the food
donations fell below expenses, but the landing
fees produced a net income.
• The net effect of both the NMAD and Warbird
Events was $882.40.
• A motion was made and passed to add to the
donations and give Children’s Mercy Hospitals
$1,000.
• Doug mentioned that he and Jimmy C. had finally
got word from the State of Missouri that KCRC will
not have to pay the 2021 sales tax bill because we
didn’t have the Swap ’N’ Shop event in 2021.
• Doug also shared that he had paid the John Knox
Pavilion a down payment for the 2022 Swap ’N’
Shops event scheduled for February 5, 2022.
Secretary John Midgorden
• John announced that he had Membership Applications for the new year and dues can now be
paid for the new KCRC year that begins October
1st. He added to the Application a check box for
members to indicate if they have the FAA number
on their aircraft and if they have taken the TRUST
test.
• John also reminded everyone of the Toys for Tots
event on October 16th, the Saturday before the

October Club meeting. Bring 2 unwrapped toys,
one for a girl and one for a boy.
• John mentioned he has Gold Leader Club patches and pins — see him after the meeting if you
want one.
• John reported that the Club closed out 2021 year
with 73 members—the most since 2016 when we
had 73 members.
Park Liaison: Jimmy Cianciolo
• Jimmy mentioned that an application for a grant
from the AMA will be made to see if the AMA will
help us with the cost of the runway repair.
• Jimmy reported on all the work he has been dong
to get the runway repair underway. The Park approved the Asphalt Wizards bid that the Club voted on last month. Jimmy has negotiated with the
Park to get the pit potty removed and to provide
KCRC with a storage shed for our mower, etc. in
their next year’s budget. The Park approved the
Wizards contract and they will will start work on
Thursday the 23rd, The Park will make signs indicating the runway will be closed. The first phase of
the repair will be to repair the cracks. The second
phase will be a slurry seal for the entire runway
and that will occur approximately 3 weeks later.
• Doug and Jimmy will work together to cash in
enough money from the Club’s CDs to pay Asphalt Wizards for the runway repair.
• Concern was raised regarding whether the second phase will affect the Toys for Tots event on
October 16th. Jimmy will check.
OLD BUSINESS
Phil conducted the election of officers for the new
year. There were no other nominations and Phil asked
for the vote on the officers nominated at the September meeting. Each officer was voted on separately. The officers elected were: President Phil Lucido,
Vice-president Susan Calvin, Treasurer Doug Mayle,
and Secretary John Midgorden.
NEW BUSINESS
A question was raised as to the location of the American Flag. Craig White indicated he might have it and
will check.
The meeting was adjourned.
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Respectfully Submitted,
John Midgorden
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SAFETY by Susan Calvin, KCRC Safety Officer
We have problems. And probably the biggest
problem is that too many people fail to recognize that there is a problem. I’m writing this because I recently received an email from one of
our most valued members, and that person was
extremely upset about some activities that have
been playing out at our flying field. There seem to
be people at our field who think the safety rules
we operate under do not apply to them. An example was given of someone who was flying his
drone down Rennau Rd., almost colliding with a
car. There are other examples of gross negligence of which most of us are aware. The thing
that struck me about the email I received is that
the club member was so angry, and disappointed that they seriously considered leaving KCRC.
That may seem like a drastic reaction, but it isn’t.
to be honest, I’ve had similar thoughts.
I’ve been writing this column for several years,
and during that time I’ve addressed the flagrant
disregard of safety rules and practices by people
operating at our facility. Most recently I suggested the use of Operational Hazard Reports as a
tool for collecting data and presenting it to the
Park Administration. A couple of you responded,
and I appreciate your input. I actually submitted
them through channels in an attempt to get the
Park to actually do something about our problems. Unfortunately, nothing ever came of my
proposal. As with the person who emailed me, I

am very frustrated, and disappointed by the lack
of response to safety issues by the people who
have the authority to do something about them.
To be honest, I wish I had the authority to have
problem fliers physically removed from our field,
and banned from returning. Unfortunately, that’s
not the way the safety process works. Safety is a
staff position, not a management position. Because of this it is up to the Park to do the policing
of flying activities at our field. Whether they are
unaware of the seriousness of the problem, or
they are aware and just don’t care, I don’t know.
What I do know is that if something isn’t done,
someday there will be a bad accident caused
by the “problem children” and we will likely lose
our flying field. In the safety field that’s called
“blood priority.” In other words, someone has to
bleed in order to get anything done. That’s not a
strategy for success. I don’t want to see that
happen, but the writing’s on the wall. The only
way I can see, going forward, to prevent this
from happening is for those of us who play by the
rules to keep up the pressure on the appropriate
authorities. Use your smart phones to record unsafe behavior, and keep submitting reports to me
in writing and let’s see if we can get something
positive done. Perhaps a sustained group effort
will be our best way of protecting what we have.
And we won’t start losing members we value.

Runway Repair
Many of you have been keeping up with the Runway Repair. Asphalt Wizards, our Contractor, has been
working diligently to do a good job. There have been issues, but they have put in extra days of work
trying to satisfy our demands. As of the time this newsletter has to be finished there is a hole that needs
to be fixed and the stripping has been delayed because of weather. Many of you began flying off the
new surface on Friday October 8th. Hopefully by the time you get this newsletter it will be finished.
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Repairing a Crashed Airplane by Ron Dulinsky
Well, as anyone who flies RC regularly might (reluctantly) admit accidents do happen, and often
not due to any fault of the plane or radio. Although many mishaps are relatively minor with
little or no damage, others leave the plane unflyable. The other day, I had that happen to me
when “somehow” the ailerons got reversed and
the takeoff resulted in a dynamic cartwheel,
breaking the fuselage into three pieces, and
leaving quite a few miscellaneous pieces scattered across the grass. I considered a visit to the
trash barrel to disp o s e o f t h e e v idence but then I
thought what the
heck? It can’t get
any more broken.
Let’s see if the parts
might fit together
somehow and actually look like an
airplane again. If
you’ve ever thought
about repairing a
crashed plane, well,
this probably won’t
help a bit, but disregarding the obvious
question of whether
or not it should be
rebuilt, this is how I
attempted it.
It’s interesting how wooden parts break apart.
Sometimes from sheering apart, often from simply
bending too far, and sometimes pulling apart
from too much tension, but many times the ends
of the broken parts don’t fit back together at all.
I mean, sometimes it looks like they were separated by a grinder instead of just breaking. Trying
to fit these pieces back together often means
cutting some ends, excuse me, “trimming” some
ends, so parts will fit back together dimensionally
as they should. They need to be the same length
as they were originally and without any odd twists
that would make flying in a straight line impossible. You’ll want it to fly as it should’ve done the
first time. This is really the challenge, not whether
it looks good again, although that can’t hurt.
First thing is to remove any and all components
that would interfere with fitting part together or
gluing. Servos, wiring, motors, fuel tanks, all should
be removed before starting any actual repairs.
This will not only make fitting together easier, it’ll

save having to replace accidentally glued together wires or other electrical pieces (Yes, I do
know how this can happen!). As much covering
as possible should also be removed now unless
you plan on just patching the obvious repairs with
whatever covering you have. For me, on this
plane, the repairs were extensive enough that a
complete recover seemed the only reasonable
result. Once all this, along with control push rods,
etc. is removed, you can move on to the important task of saving an airplane.
In my case, the main fuselage breaks appeared
shattered and many of the odd parts didn’t fit
back together. I had to trim the ends of many of
the breaks and the various ends of the cross
pieces inside the fuselage so they would come
together without undo force. Then, to allow the
fuselage sides to end up with the right dimensions, I glued a sheet of balsa to each side to
hold it all in line and together. Once it’s glued to-

gether, using both CA glue and a bit of epoxy
here & there, the missing places where I had to
trim the edges were filled with some scrap wood

and epoxy with a structural filler added. Then the
sides were sanded down to fair in the fuselage
edges. Don’t worry too much at this point as a
good bit of it will be covered with the new covering and the strength should come from gluing the
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various parts and ends together. The balsa sheet
is mainly just to keep things straight while fitting
the major pieces together and gluing, and a
good portion of that is planned and sanded
away, so don’t be too concerned about any
weight gains at this point. A few extra ounces
will be inevitable due to the extra wood and
epoxy for the repair but all in all, a few extra
ounces will most likely not be noticeable for actual flying when it gets to that point.
Fortunately, the cartwheel tore the wing off with
just a damaged wingtip, a little damage to the
leading edge on one side. To check the wing for
internal damage, I decided to remove the covering for a good inspection of the structure and
to recover with something matching the new
fuselage covering. This also exposed a few broken pieces between the ribs to be repaired. The
electrical parts and the 4-stroke motor all
seemed to withstand the wreck well and will live
to fly again.
I won’t go into a step by step repair except to
say the repairs involved gluing/epoxying some
parts and replacing others with new wood. If a
part was just cracked, it got glued with thin CA,
sometimes with some wood backing, depending on the area. If it was broken, it should normally replaced with some new wood if possible.
This plane has a fairly common balsa and lightply construction for the ARF planes of today, so
many others will be similar.
What took the most time
for repairs was removing
the old covering and making new hinge slots in the
remaining space on the
wings and ailerons. Surprisingly, a few evening’s
work, aside from waiting
overnight a few times for
epoxy to cure, was all that
was needed to get the
fuselage and wings ready
for recovering. I had expected much more.

and the fuel compartment cover was the easiest, for a little break. Covering & trim for the fuselage was next, then wings and ailerons to finish.
Re-installing the servos, engine, fuel tank, etc.,
pretty well completed the repairs and the pile of
parts looks like an airplane again. Hopefully it will
fly as well….
OK, engine run-ups done, receiver checks and
most important, correct control movement this
time, completed. Take off good, and the rest of
the first flight was excellent (well, as far as the
plane was concerned). I might need to practice
my landings a bit more but overall, I’m pleased
with the result.
The cost of the repairs amounted to basically just
the cost of a couple of sheets of balsa and most
of a roll of Ultracote, which, in this case, I had in
some spare parts boxes. It seems most people
that actually build RC planes anymore will have
some of that lying around and the repairs are
fairly basic, really. So next time your favorite
plane ends up in more than one piece at the
end of a flight, consider repairing the plane instead of the trash bin. If nothing else, it could be
a nice winter project.

Now, for the time-consuming work. First to recover
were the tail surfaces and
fuel compartment cover,
just because the tail was
going to be the most difficult as it was still together,
Serving the Greater Kansas City Area since 1954
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Jon Britt’s Boeing F4B-4
What is a Boeing F4B-4? Its an early 1930s US
Navy fighter. Its Army counterpart is the P-12E.
My F4B-4 is a "Stand-Way-Off" scale rendition of
this old biplane fighter. I inherited the model from
my late (2010) uncle as part of his RC collection.
He had been a modeler his whole life and from
whom I owe my lifelong love of model airplanes.
He lived out his retirement in Slidell, LA, which
received a direct hit by Hurricane Katrina in August 2005. This model is a Katrina survivor and
multiple hurricanes since then. When I received
his RC collection in June, the covering was in
poor condition, and some of the wood had a bit
of mold on it. Thankfully, there was no direct wat e r d a mage, and
t h e e ngine had
been very
w e l l p r es e r v e d
since its
last flight
in ~2009. The installed airborne electronics were
Futaba, 2.4GHz, all working perfectly.

ly on the Ultracote. Just wipe down the covering
thoroughly with VMP Naptha to remove any
waxes and contaminates, a quick wipe with a
tack cloth, and spray the paint right on the covering. Done!

All the old, moldy Oratex covering, a heavy heat
shrinkable fabric, was removed. Removal was
easy, requiring only some light sanding to remove any remaining fibers and adhesive. While
stripping the covering, I preserved all the markings. More
on this late r. S o m e
m i n o r
structural
damage
w a s r ep a i r e d
and the
entire airframe was sprayed down with a 10%
mixture of bleach and water to kill any mold.
Once dry, dents and dings were filled, and the
airframe completely sanded smooth.

The first test flight was on Friday, October 8th.
After some very minor aileron and elevator trim,
the model flew very nicely. The engine, a Saito
1.82 FS Twin, ran perfectly providing plenty of
power and sounds great! Three successful flights
were completed. It was a happy day after the 3
month restoration of this old model. My uncle is
certainly very happy and proud his old girl is flying again!

The original
model had
a
2.1
p o u n d
l e a d
w e i g h t
bolted to
the firewall
to bring
the CG
into range. Relocating the receiver, servos, and
airborne battery well forward of their original location, and, most significantly, moving the lead
ballast as far forward in the cowling as possible
dropped the required lead weight to 0.9
pounds, a total reduction of 1 lb. 3 oz. Never let
anyone tell that placement of your equipment
and any needed ballast in the model is insignificant or unimportant! Save weight where ever
you can.

I've been asked to bring the F4B-4 to the October club meeting (10/20) and do a short program on its restoration. See you there!

The airframe was recovered with Hangar 9 Ultracote. The tail section was covered with
Monokote (what was in the scrap box). Photos of
the old markings had been previously sent to
Callie Graphics (www.callie-graphics.com) for
recreation along with dimensions of each marking. Four weeks later, "Presto", I had brand new
markings ready for application. Some of the
striping on the model are painted applied directServing the Greater Kansas City Area since 1954
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Jon Britt and His F4B-4
Successful Maiden Flights on 10/8/2021

October
Club Meeting
Oct 20, 2021
At EAA Hanger
at the
Lee’s Summit Airport

October
Club Program
Jon Britt Will
Talk about His
F4B Restoration
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